
3D Animator

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Passionate game developer who originally was only a 3D Artist, but decided to learn c# 
programming and game development using Unity 3D, a wonderful and friendly Game Engine 
widely known in the game development community, to increase chance of involve in a team of 
game development, since  work opportunities at the time where not much in the game creation 
area.

Skills

3D Studio Max, Unity 3d, C#, After Effects, Photoshop, Zbrush.

Work Experience

3D Animator
ABC Corporation  2012 – 2013 
 Modelled and animated civilian/ military vehicles for Vampiros en la Habana 2 movie.
 Modelled and animated props, vehicles and weaponry for Elpidio Valdez Cartoon Series.
 Modelled, textured, animated Clothed characters (humans and horse), environments, particle 

systems (grass), Reactor Dynamics simulation (Castle Bridge) for Aliento de Dragon(Dragon 
Breath) Animated Short.(Cancelled).

 Modeled and textured playable character.
 Rigged and animated playable character.
 Modelled, animated, textured, lightning, rendering and composite for Grupo Financiero 

Banorte internal tv channel.
 Performed 3D fighting character animation and Unity 3D Developing for in house Unity Iphone

game project.

3D Animator
Delta Corporation  2009 – 2014 
 Model, animate, texture, lightning, rendering for Coflex promotional video of their products 

flexible trap.
 Bolshoi opyt v sfere professionalnogo geimdeva.
 Rabotaiu v 3ds max.
 Dannyi moment rassmatrivaiu udalennoe sotrudnichestvo.
 Gave input on character design.
 Used 3D Modeling, Photoshop, and Autodesk Maya were the primary skill sets used to design, 

create, and animate various characters.
 Collaborate closely on existing and future projects with numerous teams.

Education

Digital Animation for Broadcasting - (Manolito Aguiar Institute - Miami, FL)
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